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Best Bitcoin Casinos in Canada to Play Online



Are you a Canadian looking to profit from the best crypto casinos in Canada? 



We’ve got your back. Our team has reviewed and compiled a list of Canadian Bitcoin casinos that stand out from the rest.
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Daily cashback
up to 20%
 












 4.8



T&Cs Apply

Cashback is given on the deposit amount during the previous day from 00:00 to 23:59(UTC). The total amount of received cashback cannot exceed 20% of the total amount of all Player 's deposits.Cashback will be credited daily at 01:00 AM (UTC).4.Wager requirement for cashback bonus is x3.Validity of the cashback is 3 days from its receipt and 7 days after its activation.Cashback will not be credited if the real money loss for the previous day was less than BTC 0.0008 / BCH 0.13 / DOGE 250 / ETH 0.013 / LTC 0.30 / USDT 20 / XRP 33 / TRX 250 / ADA 33 / BNB 0.067.You must have no pending withdrawals in order to claim Daily Cashback.Any abuse in order to obtain a cashback bonus is prohibited; in particular, the use of the opposite bets strategy in table games is prohibited (e.g. simultaneous betting on both red and black in roulette, or other similar bet types).For successful withdrawal of funds gained with a cashback bonus, the Player must meet the wagering requirement for the total amount of deposits made during the day of at least three (3) times (i.e. total wager amount equals the amount of deposits for the day multiplied by 3) no later than 23:59 UTC of the day on which these deposits were made.In the case of detection of the cashback bonus rules abuse or failure to comply with the wagering requirements specified in paragraph 8 of these rules, the Casino may cancel and seize all winnings gained with an active cashback bonus, as well as to confiscate an amount equal to the amount of cashback bonus received.Games contribute differently to bonus wagering. All bets made while playing slots contribute 100% to bonus wagering. Bets made in table games, live casino games, lottery, or other available games contribute 5% to bonus wagering. 









 Play Now
 Read Review
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First Deposit:
up to 180%
 












 4.8



T&Cs Apply

Make a deposit today and get a massive 180%(up to 20,000BCD) deposit match at BC.GAME crypto casino! Bet now to get BCD in your wallet! 









 Play Now
 Read Review
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First Deposit Bonus
 100% up to 1 BTC + 25 FS
 












 4.8



T&Cs Apply

Create an account. Activate your first bonus on the Deposit page. Make your deposit of at least 1,000 JPY / 10 EUR / 10, 000 KRW / 0.0003 BTC / 0.005 ETH / 10 USDT / 10 USDC. Instantly receive a bonus worth 100% of the amount you deposited (up to a maximum of $ 30,000 or 1 BTC). Activate the 25 free spins you can find on the Promo Code page of your account. 









 Play Now
 Read Review
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1st deposit bonus:
up to 100% bonus + 30FS
 












 4.5



T&Cs Apply

Register or log in to the system.To receive 100% bonus + 30 free spins, you need to make a deposit at the casino for an amount not less 500 USDWager: 60. Lifetime: 3 daysMaximum bonus amount: 100,000 USDTo withdraw bonuses from your game account, you must first wager and win them back by making a certain amount of bets to fulfill the wagering requirements.Bets are possible with real money only.
  









 Play Now
 Read Review
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Cashback up to 20% 
on every deposit
 












 4.5



T&Cs Apply

The total amount of received cashback cannot exceed 20% of the total amount of all Player 's deposits.Cashback will be credited daily at 00:10 AM (UTC). The wagering requirement for cashback bonus is x3. The validity of the cashback is 3 days from its receipt and 7 days after its activation.Cashback will not be credited if the real money loss for the previous day was less than 30 AUD / 30 NZD / 30 CAD / 20 EUR / 20 USD / 0.0006 BTC / 0.01 ETH / 0.11 BCH / 200 DOGE / 0.27 LTC / 20 USDT / 40 XRP. Any abuse to obtain a cashback bonus is prohibited; in particular, the use of the opposite bets strategy in table games is prohibited (e.g., simultaneous betting on both red and black in roulette, or other similar bet types). 









 Play Now
 Read Review
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Tuesday Free Spins 
up to 100 FS
 












 4.5



T&Cs Apply

To get the bonus, enter the bonus code before the deposit. 1 To get 30 free spins - use code: TUE30 2 To get 60 free spins - use code: TUE60 3 To get 100 free spins - use code: TUE100 Minimum deposit to get a bonus: 1 30 free spins - 30 AUD / 30 CAD / 30 NZD / 20 EUR / 20 USD / 0.001 BTC / 0.17 BCH / 0.013 ETH / 0.31 LTC / 250 DOGE / 20 USDT / 40 XRP / 0.07 BNB / 50 ADA / 333.3 TRX / 20 USDC 2 60 free spins - 40 AUD / 40 CAD / 40 NZD / 27 EUR / 27 USD / 0.0014 BTC / 0.225 BCH / 0.018 ETH / 0.42 LTC / 337.5 DOGE / 27 USDT / 54 XRP / 0.09 BNB / 67.5 ADA / 450 TRX / 27 USDC 3 100 free spins - 50 AUD / 50 CAD / 50 NZD / 33 EUR / 33 USD / 0.0017 BTC / 0.275 BCH / 0.022 ETH / 0.51 LTC / 412.5 DOGE / 33 USDT / 66 XRP / 0.11 BNB / 82.5 ADA / 550 TRX / 33 USDC 









 Play Now
 Read Review
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First deposit bonus
up to 100% + 30 FS
 












 4.0



T&Cs Apply

The bonus itself does not limit the withdrawals. If a player wants to withdraw funds, he or she can refuse the bonus at any time. The bonus can be wagered by making a certain amount of bets provided by the wager (all bets are considered: both winning and losing) Bonuses are not cumulative and are won back consistently. Bets are possible with real money only. You can use the bonus for the game once the wager is fulfilled. Each bonus has its lifetime. If the player had no time to win back the bonus, it is forfeited. In the event of bonus policy abuses (such as bonus hunting), the player may be excluded from our loyalty program. The maximum limit for withdrawals of a non-deposit bonus or free spins winnings cannot exceed the amount of the bonus applied. The remaining amount will be canceled. 









 Play Now
 Read Review
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Best Crypto Online Casinos for 2024

Cryptocurrencies, particularly Bitcoin, have come a long way since their inception over a decade ago.

Today, cryptocurrencies continue to pique the interest of major corporations, world-leading software companies, and, most notably, online casino sites. 

Unlike a few years ago, when Bitcoin casinos were unheard of, this is no longer the case.

 - VIEW MORE -

As a Canadian looking to start Bitcoin gambling, you can easily become overwhelmed by choosing between many Canadian Bitcoin casinos. 

To kick off, our team has personally tested and reviewed all the Canadian Bitcoin casinos based on a set of key casino comparison criteria that will help you understand each casino’s gameplay and overall experience. 

Stick around to learn more and select the best available option for you!

 - VIEW LESS -




Play Now




[image:  Explore top Canadian Bitcoin casinos with our expert reviews, focusing on gameplay and overall experience to guide your online crypto gambling journey.]
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Best New Casino Bonuses



Most of the bonuses available on these casino websites have specific requirements, such as wagering or rollover, before you can cash them out. 

 - VIEW MORE -

The wagering requirement specifies how many times you must wager your bonus funds or credit.
 If you are offered a $500 casino bonus with a 30x rollover requirement, you must wager your bonus funds 30 times before withdrawing them. 

Some shady casinos offer large bonuses but have a high rollover requirement, making the rewards inaccessible. We advise you always to read the casino bonus terms and conditions.

 - VIEW LESS -












Reload bonus



Reload Bonus by Rakoo Casino



50% up to 9000CAD
 


Get Bonus












Free Spins



Free Spins by Rakoo Casino



up to 100 Free Spins
 


Get Bonus












Cashback Bonus



Cashback Bonus by Rakoo Casino



up to 15%
 


Get Bonus












First Deposit Bonus



First Deposit Bonus by Rakoo Casino



100%  up to € 6000 + 100 FS
 


Get Bonus

















More bonuses
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Advantages of Gambling in Canadian Bitcoin Casinos



Canadian Bitcoin casinos are an excellent choice if you want to gamble or uniquely play casino games. 
Canadian players can benefit from the following advantages



[image: Canadian Bitcoin casinos offer secure, anonymous play using Blockchain, requiring no personal info, ensuring data and funds safety in online crypto gaming.]

Anonymity



Be The modern-day D.B Cooper!

Since transactions between clients and Canadian crypto casinos are executed with digital currencies, Canadian Bitcoin casinos do not need personal information or identification from their users.

 - VIEW MORE -

Canadian Bitcoin casinos make use of Blockchain technology, allowing you to play without jeopardizing the security of your data and money.

 - VIEW LESS -








[image: Canadian Bitcoin Casinos leverage blockchain for instant, low-fee transactions, benefiting players and developers with speed and efficiency in the online crypto casino space.]

Instantaneous Transactions



Withdrawing or funding your accounts just got better!

With cryptocurrency, Canadian Bitcoin Casinos process transactions more quickly. 

Transactions are executed instantly due to the speed of blockchain technology, with little to no transaction fees. 

 - VIEW MORE -

This is a huge benefit for Canadian players and game developers, as transactions are completed faster than ever.



 - VIEW LESS -






[image: Explore top online crypto casino games in Canada, from hit slots like Book of the Dead to live dealer and table games, all available on your device.]

Game Variety



Experience gaming like never before

Experience famous casino games ranging from popular slots like Book of the dead to Live dealer games and table games at your convenience and in the palm of your hands.

 - VIEW MORE -

Canadian Crypto Casinos have an extensive collection of games for their players.

 - VIEW LESS -
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New Canadian Bitcoin Online Casinos



To save you the trouble of researching and being thrown off course, our team of experts took it upon themselves to find and review the best new Bitcoin Casinos available for Canadian Players in 2024.
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BitStrike Casino









 


First Deposit Bonus
100% up to 1 BTC + 100 FS
 


Play Now



T&Cs Apply

To get the bonus, you must place a deposit of at least: USDT 20 / BTC 0.0006 / BCH 0.11 / DOGE 200 / ETH 0.01 / LTC 0.27 / BNB 0.051.
The maximum bonus amount is USDT 33,000 / BTC 1 / BCH 182 / DOGE 330,000 / ETH 16.5 / LTC 440 / BNB 84.15
Limitation of the maximum bet while wagering is 1 USDT / 0.00003 BTC / 0.006 BCH / 10 DOGE / 0.0005 ETH / 0.013 LTC / 0.0026 BNB.
Free spins are added in Elvis Frog in Vegas (Bgaming) slot. First 25 free spins will be added immediately, and then you will get 25 free spins the following 3 days.
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Rakoo Casino









 


First deposit bonus:

100%  up to  €6000 + 100 FS
 


Play Now



T&Cs Apply

The maximum amount of deposit bonus which can be received is 6000 EUR / 6000 USD / 9000 AUD / 9000 CAD / 30000 PLN / 6000 CHF / 60 000 NOK / 9000 NZD / 150 000 CZK / 45 000 DKK / 60 000 SEK / 30 000 BRL or equivalents in other currencies. First Deposit bonus free spins are added as a set of 25 free spins per day for 4 days. The first 25 free spins are added immediately after a successful deposit, the next 25 - in another 24 hours. Max win from the freespins part of bonus is limited to 50 EUR or equivalents in other currencies.
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RocketPlay Casino









 


Welcome Package
up to €1000 + 100 FS
 


Play Now
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Winz.io Casino









 


Welcome Bonus 
up 200 mBTC
 


Play Now



T&Cs Apply

Minimum deposit to receive Gold spin is 100 EUR, 100 USD, 150 AUD, 9000 RUB, 1000 NOK, 140 CAD, 160 NZD, 15000 JPY, 500 BRL, 9000 INR, 2000 ZAR, 0.004 BTC, 0.9 BCH, 0.06 ETH, 1.3 LTC, 1300 DOG, 100 USDT, 240 XRP, 0.34 BNB, 280 ADA, 1700 TRX, 100 USDC.
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Spinch Casino









 


Daily cashback 
up to 20%
 


Play Now



T&Cs Apply

Cashback is given on the deposit amount during the previous day from 00:00 to 23:59 (UTC). The cashback percentage depends on the deposit sum for the previous day as well as on the player’s status in the loyalty program.
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Solcasino.io Casino









 


POOL 


Play Now



T&Cs Apply

JUST STAKE SOME TOKENS TO EARN. 


















More casinos
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Choosing the Best Canadian Bitcoin Casinos



Naturally, you cannot trust all crypto casinos, and it is important not to make that mistake, as each can be very different from what they appear to be on the surface. 

Taking this into account, we have assisted you in identifying the critical factors to consider when deciding which top Canadian Bitcoin casino to register and gamble at.
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Read Crypto Casino Reviews

The first thing anyone looking to start gambling at Bitcoin casinos should do is read several reviews and see other players’ impressions of the casino. 

 - VIEW MORE -

These resources are surprisingly available and extremely beneficial because the reviews are of other players who have been or are present users on the site and can give you a first-hand account of what to expect.

 - VIEW LESS -
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Check Casino’s Official Website

If you still feel optimistic about the casino after checking the reviews of a Bitcoin casino, check out the website to see if it correlates with the reviews you read. 

 - VIEW MORE -

Another reason for this is for you to access the navigation and aesthetics of the website and how easy it is for you to navigate. This only gives you a limited perspective but gets the job done.

 - VIEW LESS -
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Licenses

The casino’s held license is the most important way to determine whether the Bitcoin casino is safe for gambling. 

 - VIEW MORE -

Some of the top licensing authorities in the industry include the Malta Gaming Authority and The UK Gambling Commission, with operators who adhere to strict rules and regulations and ensure they are met at all times.

 - VIEW LESS -
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Review Casino’s Payment Options

Without a doubt, one of the jaw-dropping features of a Bitcoin casino is its payment methods. 

 - VIEW MORE -

However, players should always remember that all Bitcoin casinos do not accept the same variety of digital currencies. 

This means that players should ensure that the Bitcoin casino of their choice accepts the digital currency the player would like to bet with, especially if it’s not one of the popular digital currencies.

 - VIEW LESS -
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Confirm The Bonuses Offered by Casino

As silly as it may seem, players must always check out the bonuses offered by a Bitcoin casino before signing up. 

 - VIEW MORE -

Aside from the amazing perk of the gifts, players can sometimes participate in the casino’s games and withdraw their winnings without spending a Loonie. 

This ascertains the casino’s credibility and allows the player to commit without fear.

 - VIEW LESS -
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Check the Bitcoin Casino’s Collection of Games

As a prospective user, you should find out what games will be available once you join their casino. 

 - VIEW MORE -

Top-notch Crypto casinos have some of the world’s top titles, and the average Bitcoin casino should have games from reputable developers at the very least. 

Additionally, it is important to ensure that the games you want to play are available.

 - VIEW LESS -
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Types of Games Available at Canadian Bitcoin Casinos

Following an extensive survey, one question always pops up wherever bitcoin casinos are being discussed, what type of games do bitcoin casinos offer? 

Well, you are in the right place because we have answered that question for you. The games offered by Bitcoin casinos for Canadian players include:

Slot Games

Slots are enjoyable games of chance, and online slots are frequently loaded with bonus features. 

To receive a payout, players must first place their bet before spinning the reels and hitting symbols on a winning pay line. 

 - VIEW MORE -

Some slot games include a cascade feature, replacing winning symbols with brand-new ones to create a chain of wins. Some games, such as Sweet Bonanza, offer a ‘Win All Ways’ feature in which symbols pay anywhere if there are eight or more in the field of play. 

Slots gameplay mechanics and features typically include triggering multipliers and aligning scatter symbols to trigger bonus rounds.

 - VIEW LESS -
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Gates of Olympus



Play Now
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Aztec Magic Deluxe



Play Now














Table Games

Table games include Blackjack, Baccarat, and Roulette. Canadian Bitcoin casino table games offer the convenience of playing for real payouts from the comfort of your device. 

 - VIEW MORE -

Additional features include betting flexibility and often a higher Return to the Player than physical games at traditional casinos.

 - VIEW LESS -
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21 Blackjack



Play Now
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American Poker Gold



Play Now














Live Dealer Table Games

Few things can compete with the excitement of game shows, which feature elaborate sets, charismatic hosts, and fantastic gameplay. 

 - VIEW MORE -

The fun and energy of a television game show are combined with the technology of live betting interfaces with special graphics and animations in these live game shows. 

Crazy Time, Monopoly Live, Sweet Bonanza Candyland, Deal or No Deal, Mega Ball, and others are popular live Bitcoin casino game shows.

 - VIEW LESS -
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Adventures Beyond Wonderland Live



Play Now
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Auto-Roulette by Evolution Gaming



Play Now
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Cryptocurrencies Accepted by Canadian Bitcoin Casinos

The most common cryptocurrencies Canadian players can stake with at Canadian Bitcoin casinos include:
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Bitcoin (BTC)

Bitcoin is the first and most popular decentralized digital currency operating independently of a financial system or government authorities. It employs peer-to-peer transfers on a digital network that records all cryptocurrency transactions.
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Ethereum (ETH)

This is the second most popular digital currency. It also has a lot of games and apps built around its blockchain, making it one of the top currencies accepted at top crypto casinos in Canada.
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Doge (DOGE)

In 2013, inspired by a meme, Dogecoin was created as a fun alternative to traditional cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin. Dogecoin is designed to be abundant, with 10,000 new coins mined every minute and no maximum supply.
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Litecoin (LTC)

Litecoin is a peer-to-peer Internet currency similar to Bitcoin. It is a completely decentralized, open-source global payment network created to address bitcoin’s shortcomings.
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Bitcoin Cash (BCH)

Bitcoin Cash is intended to be a transactional cryptocurrency used to make electronic cash payments. It is intended to be spent rather than held as a store of value.
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Bonuses Available at Top Canadian Bitcoin Casinos

Most of the bonuses available on these casino websites have specific requirements, such as wagering or rollover, before you can cash them out. The wagering requirement specifies how many times you must wager your bonus funds or credit. If you are offered a $500 casino bonus with a 30x rollover requirement, you must wager your bonus funds 30 times before withdrawing them. Some shady casinos offer large bonuses but have a high rollover requirement, making the rewards inaccessible. We advise you always to read the casino bonus terms and conditions.
The types of bonuses available at Top Canadian Bitcoin Casinos for its Canadian users are:

Deposit Bonus

Canadian Bitcoin casino platforms reward users simply for creating an account. A few promotions are available to players, allowing them to win real money. However, you must first place a wager and win at least one bet to cash out. It’s common practice to offer a 100% match-up of your deposit. Do note that these bonuses usually have wagering requirements that you can find more information on when you read the bonus terms and conditions of the casino.








First Deposit Bonus
Welcome Bonus



First Deposit Bonus by 1Red Casino




ONERED 


Bonus Code





100% up to 10000 CAD + 100 Free Spins
 


Get Bonus



T&Cs Apply

To get the bonus, you must make a deposit of at least 30 EUR / 30 USD / 45 AUD / 45 CAD / 45 NZD / 525 ZAR / 0.0012 BTC / 0.2 BCH / 375 DOGE / 0.02 ETH / 0.46 LTC / 30 USDT / 50 XRP / 375 TRX / 50 ADA / 0.1 BNB.
 













First Deposit Bonus



First Deposit Bonus by 7Bit Casino



100% up to 1.5 BTC + 100 free spins 


Get Bonus



T&Cs Apply

The minimum deposit requirement to qualify for any part of welcome bonus is 0.001 BTC / 20 EUR / 20 USD / 20 AUD / 20 CAD / 200 NOK / 1820 RUB / 20 NZD / 90 PLN / 2600 JPY/ 130 BRL / 0.014 ETH / 0.2 BCH / 0.2 LTC / 65 XRP / 237 DOG / 20 USDT / 351 TRX / 57 ADA / 0.07 BNB / 2.7 NEO. 













First Deposit Bonus



First Deposit Bonus by BC.Game Casino



300% or 180%
 


Get Bonus



T&Cs Apply

As a special Welcome bonus we offer 300% deposit bonus to all new players who deposit minimum $10 within 20 minutes of registration. If you fail to do it in 20 minutes then you have the other 4 deposit bonus.
 













First Deposit Bonus
Welcome Bonus



First Deposit Bonus by Bets.io




BETSFTD 


Bonus Code





up to 1 BTC + 100 free spins
 


Get Bonus



T&Cs Apply

To get the bonus, you must make a deposit of at least BTC 0.001 / BCH 0.16 / DOGE 250 / ETH 0.013 / LTC 0.3 / USDT 20 / XRP 40 / TRX 333 / ADA 50 / BNB 0.06 / USDC 20 / BUSD 20 The maximum bonus amount is 100% of the deposit amount, but not more than BTC 1 / ETH 13.3 / BCH 166 / DOGE 250,000 / LTC 308 / USDT 20000 / XRP 40,000 / TRX 333,333 / ADA 50,000 / BNB 67 / USDC 20,000 / BUSD 20,000 + amount of winnings obtained after the completion of the free spins.
 















No Deposit Bonuses

Bitcoin casino’s no-deposit bonuses are one of the most popular rewards among online gamblers. A no-deposit bitcoin casino bonus allows gamblers to place bets without any initial deposit. The wagering requirements are typically higher here. Of course, unlike deposit bonuses, you cannot claim your bonus money without fulfilling the conditions that apply to it.








No deposit bonus



1Red Casino No Deposit Bonus



-
 


Get Bonus



T&Cs Apply

-
 













Free Spins
No deposit bonus
Sing-up Bonus



BetFury Casino No Deposit Bonus



100 Free Spins 


Get Bonus



T&Cs Apply

Sign up and get 100 NO DEPOSIT FREE SPINS and play an exclusive BetFury Bonanza slot, Joker Stoker, Bastet and cats 













Free Spins
No deposit bonus



Golden Star Casino No Deposit Bonus Code




20STARS 


Bonus Code





20FS 


Get Bonus



T&Cs Apply

Max win: €50
Wager: x40
Days to wager/activate: 5/5 













Free Spins
No deposit bonus



No deposit bonus at Neospin Casino




NTG20 


Bonus Code





20FS 


Get Bonus



T&Cs Apply

Max win: €50/$75
Wager: x40
Days to wager/activate: 5/5 















Free Spins Bonuses

Many Bitcoin casinos offer free spins for their users, and you should be aware that there are various types of free spin bonuses:

	Deposit free spins.
	No deposit free spins.
	Free spins for existing customers as a reward for their loyalty.


Note that these spins usually have a wagering requirement. Additionally, a bonus round on a slot game can award you with free spins if you’re lucky enough.








Deposit Bonus
Free Spins
New bonus



Bonus by 1Red Casino




WORLD71 


Bonus Code





Valid Until: Jul 03, 2023



71% up to 300$
 


Get Bonus



T&Cs Apply



Min. deposit: $45, Max. win from Free Spins: $300, Wager for Free Spins: x40, Days to wager/activate: 5/5


 













Free Spins



Thursday Free Spins by 1Red Casino




THU100 


Bonus Code





up to 100 free spins
 


Get Bonus



T&Cs Apply



To get 30 free spins in "Book of Elixir" slot by Gamebeat, enter the THU30 promo code before making a deposit of no less than 20 EUR / 20 USD / 30 AUD / 30 CAD / 30 NZD / 350 ZAR / 0.0008 BTC / 0.13 BCH / 250 DOGE / 0.013 ETH / 0.31 LTC / 20 USDT / 33.3 XRP / 250 TRX / 33.3 ADA / 0.07 BNB.


To get 60 free spins in "Book of Elixir" slot by Gamebeat, enter the THU60 promo code before making a deposit of no less than 27 EUR / 27 USD / 40 AUD / 40 CAD / 40 NZD / 472.5 ZAR / 0.0010 BTC / 0.014 ETH / 0.17 BCH / 270 DOGE / 0.36 LTC / 27 USDT / 54 XRP / 312.5 TRX / 41.7 ADA / 0.08 BNB.


To get 100 free spins in "Book of Elixir" slot by Gamebeat, enter the THU100 promo code before making a deposit of no less than 33 EUR / 33 USD / 50 AUD / 50 CAD / 50 NZD / 577.5 ZAR / 0.001 BTC / 0.017 ETH / 0.18 BCH / 330 DOGE / 0.44 LTC / 33 USDT / 66 XRP / 375 TRX / 50 ADA / 0.13 BNB.

 













Free Spins



Wednesday Free Spins by 7Bit Casino



Get Bonus












Free Spins
No deposit bonus
Sing-up Bonus



BetFury Casino No Deposit Bonus



100 Free Spins 


Get Bonus



T&Cs Apply

Sign up and get 100 NO DEPOSIT FREE SPINS and play an exclusive BetFury Bonanza slot, Joker Stoker, Bastet and cats 















Bonus codes

To take advantage of this offer, eligible users must enter a specific code when making their first deposit to receive a bitcoin bonus. Bonus code deals are relatively new, but they give players more generous rewards than the ones listed above. However, not all Bitcoin casinos provide promotions that require a code.
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Recommended Wallets for Bitcoin Gambling in Canada

Although you can safely purchase cryptocurrencies on these casino websites, we are well aware of Canadian players that are relative cryptocurrency Hodlers. If you are hodling a digital currency in any of these wallets, you are one step closer to taking full advantage of the top Canadian Bitcoin casinos. These wallets include:
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ZenGO

ZenGo crypto wallet is one of the most secure crypto wallets available. ZenGo eliminates the need for private keys by leveraging MPC technology. It is one of the best Bitcoin wallets, with a simple recovery process that allows users to access their cryptocurrency and buy other cryptocurrencies directly from their ZenGo wallet accounts.
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Metamask

Metamask is designed especially for the Ethereum blockchain. It allows users to communicate directly with decentralized applications from their wallets or via a mobile application or browser extension. It’s an excellent choice for Bitcoin gambling because of its fast transaction speed and user-friendly architecture. So, if you are an Ethereum hodler looking to get started with Bitcoin gambling, Metamask is the best bet for you.
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Binance

Binance is a cryptocurrency wallet that provides high-volume crypto exchange as well as multiple wallets at the same time. It provides trading products to help you with your cryptocurrency trades. It is one of the best Bitcoin wallets, providing a smooth trading experience and one of the most secure crypto storage options with a user-friendly interface.
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Top Crypto Casinos by Country

	United Kingdom
	Brazil
	Australia
	Germany
	France
	Chile


Check all countries….
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FAQ

What exactly is Bitcoin? Bitcoin (BTC) is a cryptocurrency or virtual currency designed to function as money and a form of payment independent of any single person, group, or entity.
 
 How do players get their hands on Bitcoin? Bitcoin casino players typically purchase bitcoin from exchanges such as Coinbase.com, Localbitcoins.com, and Binance.com, as well as any peer-to-peer medium.
 
 Is there a deposit and withdrawal period? No, there isn’t. You can withdraw and deposit at any time you choose.
 
 Are BTC, mBTC, and uBTC popular? BTC stands for Bitcoin Currency, mBTC stands for Mili-Bitcoin, which is 0.001 Bitcoin, and uBTC stands for Micro-Bitcoin, which is 0.000001 Bitcoin.
 
 Can I trust these Casinos as they have just been recently established? Most of these casinos are licensed by a reputable gaming authority, so you can be sure of their legality. However, we advise you to check the official website footers for their licenses.
 
 What deposit methods can I use at these new casinos? All these casinos accept cryptocurrency as a payment method.
 
 

* CanadaCasinoBitcoin reminds you to gamble responsibly. Keep gambling fun and safe by only gambling with the money you can afford to lose.
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Play responsibly

CanadaCasinoBitcoin reminds you to gamble responsibly. Keep gambling fun and safe by only gambling with the money you can afford to lose.
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